Adaptive systems belong to a class that offers the potential to achieve high performance under changing operating conditions or design requirements. These systems achieve superior performance through their ability to change design configuration during their operation. This change is facilitated by the so-called adaptive design variables -present in adaptive systems. Unfortunately, not all design variables can be made adaptive because of practical limitations, and hence a selection usually needs to be made regarding (i) adaptive, and (ii) non-adaptive (or fixed) design variables. The selection of design variables becomes critical when the adaptive system is designed with the aid of computational optimization. Under existing methods, the selection of these variables and the optimization of adaptive system are performed sequentially, thus yielding the likelihood of a sub-optimal design. In this paper, we propose a new Selection-Integrated Optimization (SIO) methodology that integrates the two key processes: (1) the selection of the adaptive and fixed design variables, and (2) the optimization of the adaptive system, thereby eliminating the main source of sub-optimality. In this method, we propose a special Variable-Segregating Mapping-Function (VSMF) that serves to integrate the two key processes. The effectiveness of the SIO methodology is illustrated through the design of a four-bar-truss operating under changing loading conditions.
I. Introduction
Adaptive systems are proposed in the literature to effectively handle changing operating conditions. These systems can change their configurations as the operating conditions change. Because of this powerful feature, the adaptive systems are expected to offer high performance under changing environment compared to systems that cannot change their configuration (also called fixed systems). For example, a truss that contains bars of fixed cross-sectional areas may not be the lightest possible truss at all loading conditions. On the other hand, we can obtain the lightest possible truss structure at all operating conditions, if the cross-sectional areas of the truss-members are allowed to change. In this paper, we propose the Selection-Integrated Optimization (SIO) methodology to optimally design adaptive systems. The SIO attempts to eliminate non-heuristic aspect of adaptive system optimization process, a feature that is typically found in the prevailing approaches in the literature.
One Adaptive System: Multiple Design Alternatives
Adaptive systems can change their configuration -a key feature that distinguishes them from fixed systems. To change their design configuration, adaptive systems have a special class of design variables called adaptive design variables. 1 These variables can change their magnitudes as per flight conditions. Figure 1 shows a simplified design of an adaptive wing that experiences changing operating conditions during take-off, cruise, and landing. For simplicity (discussion purposes only), we assume that the two design variables for this wing are the wing area, S, and the sweep angle, θ (see Fig. 1(a) ). The objective is to minimize the total drag at every stage of flight.
As shown in Fig. 1(b) , the sweep angle can be adjusted as per the operating requirements and hence, it is called an adaptive design variable. We can make an interesting observation from Fig. 1 . Based on the selection of the fixed and adaptive design variables, this wing can have four design alternatives as follows. 
Bi-objective Nature of Design Alternative Selection Process
Since multiple design alternatives are possible in the case of adaptive systems, the designer is required to evaluate their performance before selecting one alternative. We define two norms for measuring the performance of different design alternatives: adaptivity and the penalty. Here, the adaptivity is a measure of the ability of the system to offer optimal performance under changing environment (minimum drag at all stages of the flight). The penalty is a measure of such factors as (i) increased cost and (ii) complexity of operation -because of the adaptive design variables. If we evaluate different design alternatives of the adaptive wing against these two norms we observe that: alternative (a) being a fixed wing design will have the lowest adaptivity along with the lowest penalty, and alternative (d) will have the highest adaptivity along with the highest penalty.
Clearly, the selection of a design alternative of an adaptive system involves resolving the tradeoff between the two objectives: adaptivity and penalty. In terms of optimization terminology, we can state that adaptive system optimization is a bi-objective optimization problem. We also observe that selection of design alternative directly affects the optimality of the adaptive system. Therefore, in order to maintain the optimality of the adaptive system, the selection process must be integrated with the optimization optimization process. However, most of the existing methods handle selection and optimization separately -thus leaving a likelihood of designing a sub-optimal system. A review of pertinent existing methods is presented in the next sub-section.
Literature Review
The literature review is divided into two parts. In the first part, the literature published under the umbrella of adaptive, flexible, and reconfigurable systems is discussed. Some research problems from the product family optimization area are similar to those of adaptive system optimization. This warrants the discussion of the existing methods for product family optimization, and is included in the second part. In fact, the proposed SIO methodology is applicable to some of the product family optimization problems as well.
Adaptive, Flexible, and Reconfigurable Systems
Researchers from different disciplines have studied a variety of adaptive system design problems. [2] [3] [4] In the design optimization community, Olewnik et al. 5, 6 have presented a framework for developing optimization based methods for flexible systems. Important contributions in these papers include a discussion of the current challenges in the development of optimization based methods for flexible systems, and potential areas of future research. Ferguson and Lewis 7 have used state-feedback-control law to determine the needed change in the adaptive design variables, when a system is subjected to time-dependent changes. In the above publications it is assumed that the selection of the fixed and adaptive design variables is made before the adaptive system is optimized. Recently, we proposed an optimization based methodology 1 that addresses the issue of adaptive and fixed design variables selection, with a potential limitation of generating sub-optimal designs. Some other notable contributions to the literature are as follows. Nadir et al. 8 investigated the manufacturing cost benefits resulting from introducing reconfigurability in structural design. Roser and Kazmer 9 proposed a "flexible design methodology" to handle the design variable and model uncertainties, when a system is subjected to fixed operating conditions.
Product Family Optimization
A product family consists of multiple products that share a common platform. Different products in the family are developed by introducing additional features (design variables) on the platform. 10 We explore the class of product family problems where different products in the family are developed by scaling the added design variables such that each product satisfies a unique requirement. 10 The common platform in the product family is similar to the fixed design variables in the adaptive systems, and the scalable design variables are similar to the adaptive design variables.
The methods that have been proposed in the current literature to optimally design product families generally follow a 2-step approach. First, multiple products are designed such that (1) they are not forced to share a common platform, and (2) each product optimally satisfies a specific requirement. Second, depending on the change in the optimal design variable values required to optimally satisfy all product requirements, the designer then selects the design variables for the platform (fixed), and those for scaling (adaptive). Simpson et al. 10 proposed the robust concept exploration method to help the designer explore different product families. The variation based method proposed by Nayak et al. 11 transforms the product family problem into a robust design problem. This method may require approximating the standard deviations and the means of the objective function and the constraints, and may also require sampling methods such as Monte Carlo simulation. The methods proposed by Simpson et al. 10 and Nayak et al. 11 use the compromise decision support problem method proposed by Mistree et al. 12, 13 as the optimizer.
Fellini et al. 14 used the performance bound constraints in the product family optimization problem. In this constraint, an upper limit is set on the deviation between the performance of the product family, and that of the product family with no common platform. Fellini at al. 15 also proposed a sensitivity-based commonality strategy applicable when mild variations are required in the scaled design variables to obtain different product variants. In all of the above methods, the design variables selection is performed separately from the optimization of the product family. D'Souza and Simpson 16 used genetic algorithm to optimally design product family. In this method, multiple product families are compared, each containing a unique set of platform design variables. The use of genetic algorithm requires extensive fine tuning, which in many cases is problem dependent. Also, this method is prone to suffering from the curse of dimensionality.
Motivation for the SIO Methodology
The literature review suggests that identifying the fixed and adaptive design variables is an important research topic in the product family and adaptive systems fields. Most of the existing methods separate the process of design variable selection from that of the optimization of the adaptive system -thus leaving a likelihood of designing a sub-optimal system. According to the authors, the discrete nature of the fixed and adaptive design variable selection process is a major challenge to integrating the two key processes. In this paper, we propose the Selection-Integrated Optimization (SIO) methodology, which integrates (1) the selection of the fixed and adaptive design variables, and (2) the optimization of the adaptive system. This unique feature of the SIO methodology is expected to avoid sub-optimality. To integrate the two key processes, we propose the Variable-Segregating Mapping-Function (VSMF) that progressively approximates the inherent discreteness involved in the selection of design variables.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we present the research problem addressed in this paper. The overview of the SIO methodology is presented in Sec. III. The mathematical details are presented in Sec IV. In Sec. V, we present a numerical example solved using the SIO method. Finally, we provide concluding remarks in Sec. VI.
II. Research Problem and Background for VSMF

Optimization Problem
A typical design optimization problem is given as follows.
subject to g(x, P ) ≤ 0 (2)
where µ is a measure of the system performance, and is either an objective function of a single objective problem or an aggregate objective function (AOF) of a multiobjective problem, 17 which is assumed available; x = {x 1 , x 2 , ..., x n } is a vector of n design variables; g is a vector of inequality constraints; and P is a set of design parameters that represents the operating condition. In the paper, for the sake of presentational simplicity; we will assume that P is a scalar.
Changing Operating Conditions
The solution of the above optimization problem is a design variable vector x * = {x * 1 , x * 2 , ..., x * n } that minimizes the objective function, µ, while satisfying all the constraints -for a fixed operating condition, P . In this paper, we consider the case where the operating conditions deterministically change between predefined minimum and maximum values P min and P max , respectively. To design a system that performs optimally at all operating conditions, one has to solve the optimization problem given in Eqs. 1 to 3 for all values of P between P min and P max . Consider Fig. 2 (a) that shows the optimal objective function values for a hypothetical two-design variable system operating between P min and P max . , we observe that the design variables x 1 and x 2 take on different optimal values at different operating conditions. If a design variable changes its magnitude with the operating conditions, we call it an adaptive design variable (e.g. x 1 and x 2 in Fig. 2(b) ). If a system consists of only adaptive design variables, we call it a fully-adaptive system. This system is expected to offer optimal objective function value at all operating conditions.
Adaptive System
Unfortunately, fully-adaptive systems may not be practical from either an economic or a complexity of operation point of view. Instead, a decision needs to be made regarding which design variables need to be fixed, and which ones should be kept adaptive. We call a system that comprises both the fixed and adaptive design variables an adaptive system. The selection of design variables involves resolving the tradeoff between the performance and the penalty, as discussed in the previous section. To better understand this trade-off, let us consider a generic optimization problem that is often solved in the adaptive system optimization.
Optimization of Adaptive System
In the fully-adaptive system, the design variables are allowed to change without restriction, such that the objective function, µ, is minimized at a set of operating conditions. In Fig. 2(b) , the change in the design variables x 1 and x 2 is denoted by ∆x 1 and ∆x 2 , respectively. In adaptive systems, one often simultaneously minimizes the objective, µ, and the change in the design variables, ∆x k 's. Here, the objective, µ, is the performance measure of the adaptive system and minimizing µ leads to maximizing its performance. The generic change, ∆x k , in the design variable, x k , is a measure of the penalty associated with the later. Thus, minimization of ∆x k 's corresponds to minimizing the penalty for the adaptive system. Unfortunately, performance and penalty are generally conflicting objectives -improvement in one leads to worsening of other. To resolve this tradeoff, a bi-objective optimization problem is often formulated, as shown in Fig. 3 
Design variable selection
Step -1
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Existing Approaches to Design Adaptive Systems in Nutshell
Most existing methods generally follow a 2-step approach to design adaptive systems, as typified in Fig. 3 . In the first step, the changes in the design variables, ∆x's, are determined by solving the bi-objective problem.
In the second step, the selection of the fixed and adaptive design variables is made based on the ∆x values. As shown in Fig. 3 , under these approaches, if the change, ∆x k , is smaller than a pre-specified threshold change, 14 ∆x max , the corresponding design variable, x k , is fixed; otherwise it is made adaptive. Let us look at the strategy (for step-2) of selecting design variables from a graphical perspective in Fig. 4 . As shown in Fig. 4 , the design variable x k is fixed if ∆x k lies between points O and a, otherwise it is made adaptive. For the fixed design variables, ∆x k is made zero; and for the adaptive variables, ∆x k is not changed. Mathematically, Fig. 4 represents a mapping of ∆x k onto itself. We call the change before this mapping the actual change, ∆x act ; and that after the mapping the mapped change, ∆x map .
Background for Variable-Segregating Mapping-Function (VSMF)
One of the limitations of existing 2-step "optimize first -select later " approaches is that they do not assess the effect of design variable selection on the adaptive system -thus inherently leading to a sub-optimal design. One intuitive approach to avoid sub-optimality is to incorporate the mapping shown in Fig. 4 in the optimization problem formulation. Conceptually, the proposed Selection Integrated Optimization (SIO) methodology is based on this realization. That is, it integrates (i) the selection of design variables, and (ii) the optimization problem, as shown in Fig. 6(a) . However, it is worth noting that the mapping shown in Fig. 4 entails two important consequences. First, this mapping is not continuous and therefore is not suitable for gradient based optimizers. We may have to use non-gradient based optimizers such as Genetic Algorithm. Second, the threshold value ∆x max is usually heuristically chosen, which again leads to the sub-optimality. In this paper, we propose the Variable Segregating Mapping Function (VSMF) to overcome the two difficulties described before. Let us discuss the details of the VSMF, and its implementation in the adaptive system optimization in the next section.
Solve adaptive system optimization problem
Define Variable-Segregating Mapping-Function (VSMF)
Optimal design of adaptive system
Integrate VSMF in adaptive system optimization problem 
III. Overview of the Selection-Integrated Optimization (SIO) Methodology
In this section, we present an overview of the SIO methodology to help the reader appreciate its premise. Figure 5 shows the main three steps involved in the SIO methodology. In the first step, we solve the adaptive system optimization problem. In the second step, we define the Variable Segregating Mapping Function (VSMF). As stated earlier, we propose the VSMF to overcome the two consequences of the discontinuous mapping mentioned before. As its name suggests, the VSMF facilitates the segregation of the fixed and adaptive design variables. By including the VSMF in the optimization problem, the SIO methodology segregates the fixed and adaptive design variables such that the resulting adaptive system maintains optimality (see Fig. 6 ). In the third step, we integrate VSMF in the optimization problem. We have already discussed the adaptive system optimization problem in the previous section ( Fig. 3 - Step 1). We will provide the mathematical details of this step (and the remaining two steps) in the next section. In this section, we discuss the properties of a generic VSMF, followed by its implementation in any adaptive system optimization problem.
Variable-Segregating Mapping-Function (VSMF)
The Variable-Segregating Mapping-Function (VSMF) is a continuous function that progressively approximates the discontinuous mapping shown in Fig. 4 . We define a generic VSMF that is used for any design variable. Details of the generic VSMF are shown in Fig. 6 (b). We use two normalized, non-dimensional variables to define the generic VSMF: (i) ∆x act for actual change, and (ii) ∆x map for mapped change. The generic VSMF is defined such that it satisfies the following properties. (1) Generic VSMF is a monotonically increasing smooth function (continuous first derivative). (2) The threshold value is given as ∆x act = 1, and is shown by point a in Fig. 6 7) VSMF contains a point s between ∆x act = 0 and ∆x act = 1 that has an interesting property.
Point s divides the generic VSMF into two parts, shown by O-s and s-b in Fig. 6(b) . The coordinates of point s are governed by a special parameter α. By changing α between 0 and 1 we can obtain a family of VSMFs -a property exploited for segregating fixed and adaptive design variables. For α = 1, the generic VSMF follows the straight line O-a 1 -b-c in Fig. 6(b) . If we continuously lower the value of α towards zero, point s travels from point a 1 to point a, thereby causing the generic VSMF to progressively approximate the original discontinuous mapping shown by O-a-b-c in Fig. 6(b) . We make some important observations regarding the discontinuous mapping case.
Segregating Design Variables using VSMF
¿From Fig. 6 (b) we can observe that; as α approaches 0, the generic VSMF converges to the discontinuous mapping O-a-b-c. This implies that segment O-s of the generic VSMF converges to segment O-a of the discontinuous mapping. Therefore, for a small value of α 0, if the mapped change, (∆x k ) map , for a design variable, x k , lies between points O and s, the corresponding design variable is essentially fixed by the VSMF. Otherwise, the design variable should be made adaptive. Because of this property of point s, we call it the separating point. Based on this observation, we develop the following segregation criterion.
where 0.5α is the coordinate of the separating point s along the vertical axis, which vanishes as α goes to zero.
Implementing VSMF in the Optimization Problem
In this subsection, let us discuss the most powerful feature of the SIO methodology -the design variables segregation within the optimization problem. Figure 7 depicts the process of design variable segregation when the generic VSMF is implemented in the adaptive system optimization problem. We customize the generic VSMF for each design variable as follows. We solve the optimization problem shown in the first step of Fig. 3 . The solution of this problem is used in two ways. First, for each design variable, we customize the normalized variables ∆x act and ∆x map such that the actual change in the design variable, ∆x act , obtained from the solution lies at point a 1 on the generic VSMF, as shown in Fig. 7 . (Mathematical details of this customization procedure are given in the next section). Second, the solution is used as the staring point for the optimization that involves VSMF. In short, we have completely defined point a 1 on the generic VSMF as the starting point, as shown in Fig. 7 . After customizing the generic VSMF for all design variables, we formulate the adaptive system optimization problem as shown in Fig. 6(a) . In this problem formulation, we use the normalized value of the mapped-change, ∆x map , as the measure of the penalty associated with the adaptive design variables. We solve this optimization problem with a value of the VSMF parameter α 1. During each optimization iteration, the design variables are mapped using VSMF. The solution of this optimization problem becomes the starting point for the next one that uses a reduced value of α. This procedure is repeated by continually lowering the value of α in each repetition. In Fig. 7 , stars show the locations of the optimal solutions obtained from each repetition of the optimization problem. As shown in Fig. 7(a) , as the value of α is lowered in each repetition, the design variables that are going to be fixed move closer to point O on their corresponding VSMFs. We note that at point O; the mapped change in the design variable is zero, and therefore represents a fixed design variable. Also, with each repetition, the adaptive design variables move closer to or further than point b (see Fig. 7(b) ). Thus, the SIO methodology segregates the fixed and adaptive design variables within the optimization problem, thereby allowing the optimality of the resulting adaptive system.
We can exploit the design variable segregation feature in two ways as follows. (1) We can repeat the optimization problem as many times as required for all the fixed design variables to converge to segment O-a 0 . The solution obtained at the end of this procedure is the optimal design of the adaptive system. In the numerical example presented in this paper, we follow this approach. (2) We can stop the repetitions when the fixed design variables show a "trend" of converging to segment O-a 0 . For example; in Fig. 7(a) , stars on the VSMFs labeled α 1 and 0 < α < 1 show a trend that the corresponding design variable is going to be fixed. In this approach, we have to solve another optimization problem with appropriate fixed and adaptive design variables, and obtain the optimal adaptive system design. The second approach requires some judgment regarding when to stop the repetitions of the optimization problem. This concludes the discussion of the overview. In the next section, let us provide the implementation details for the SIO methodology. Figure 5 shows the main steps in the implementation of the SIO method.
IV. Selection-Integrated Optimization (SIO) Methodology: Implementation
Optimization Problem for the Adaptive System
In this paper, we formulate the adaptive system optimization problem such that, the performance of the adaptive system is compared against that of the fully-adaptive system. This requires us to optimize the fully-adaptive system first. Based on the optimal values of the fully-adaptive system, we formulate the adaptive system optimization problem such that it simultaneously (1) maximizes the performance, and (2) minimizes the penalty. 
Create a Benchmark Design: Optimization of the Fully-adaptive System
In the first step, we optimize the fully-adaptive system, which serves as a benchmark for the adaptive system. This process involves solving the optimization problem given in Eqs. 1 to 3 at a set of operating conditions between P min and P max . We solve this problem at m discrete operating conditions given by P 1 , ..., P m such that
We select m equally spaced values of P because all the values between P min and P max are assumed to be equally important in the design process. If some operating conditions are more important than others, the designer can use specialized sampling techniques such as Quota sampling. 18 For the i th operating condition, P i , the objective function, design constraint, and design variable vectors are denoted as µ i , g i , and x i , respectively. Here, the design variable vector, x i , is given as follows. Figure 8 shows the optimization problem formulations at m operating conditions. After each optimization, we record the optimal objective function value. For the i th operating condition, the optimal objective function value of the fully-adaptive system is denoted as µ i * fa .
Performance Objective
We measure the performance of the adaptive system in terms of a defined set of optimal objective function values. We wish the adaptive system to have the defined optimal objective function values (performance) as close as possible to those of the fully-adaptive system. Accordingly, we minimize the difference between the objective function values of the adaptive system, and those of fully-adaptive (benchmark) system. Specifically, the performance objective function, f per , is given as
Minimizing the above objective function results in maximizing the performance of the adaptive system.
Penalty Objective
We assume that the change in the adaptive design variable value adds to the complexity of operation and/or manufacturing cost. Accordingly, we define the penalty as an increasing function of the change in the design variable, ∆x k , as follows.
In the above equation, change in design variable, ∆x k , for each design variable, x k , is determined as follows.
Minimizing the above objective function results in minimizing the penalty. Based on the above two objectives, we formulate a bi-objective optimization problem.
Bi-objective Optimization Problem
We formulate the bi-objective optimization problem for the adaptive system as min
After solving the above optimization problem, we record the optimum design variable values. At the i th operating condition, the optimum design variable vector is given by
These optimal design variable values are used to determine the change in the design variables. For the k th design variable, x k , the change, ∆x * k , is determined as
where vector s * k stores the optimum values of the design variable x k at various operating conditions, and
The changes in the design variable values obtained from Eq. 14 are used to map the design variables using the generic Variable-Segregating Mapping-Function (VSMF). 
Variable-Segregating Mapping-Function (VSMF)
We construct the generic VSMF using two normalized, non-dimensional variables: (i) ∆x act for the actual change, and (ii) ∆x map for the mapped change. In this paper, we use cubic splines available in Matlab to construct the generic VSMF shown in Fig 6(b) . In Table 1 , we give the coordinates and the slopes at the key points that we used to construct the generic VSMF.
Integrating VSMF in the Optimization Problem
In the final step of the SIO methodology, we implement the generic VSMF in the adaptive system optimization problem. First, we modify the penalty objective function, and then show the procedure of solving the optimization problem.
Redefined Penalty Objective function
¿From Eq. 4 we recall that the design variable, x k , is fixed if the normalized mapped change, (∆x k ) map , is smaller than 0.5α. For computational reasons, it is a good idea to use the redefined penalty objective function as
We note that Eqs. 8 and 16 are theoretically equivalent.
Solving the optimization problem with VSMF
The final task in the SIO methodology involves combining all the information gathered so far to optimally design the adaptive system. The procedure to do so involves the following 8 steps:
1. Use the optimum design variable values from Eq. 13 as the starting point.
2. For each design variable, x k , define the threshold change as
where, ∆x * k is obtained from Eq. 14. 3. Set α = 0.9. 4. Construct the generic VSMF using the current value of α. 5. Solve the following optimization problem. min
such that x 1 ,..., x m = VSMF α, x 1 ,..., x m map design variables (19) subject to At the end of the above procedure, the design variables that satisfy the condition given in Eq. 4 become the fixed design variables, and the remainder are made adaptive. We note that, in the above procedure, we use ∆α = 0.1 (see step 7) . In the numerical example section, we perform a parametric study to determine the effect of using different values of ∆α, and show that ∆α = 0.1 is indeed a robust choice.
In the above procedure, the mapping of the design variables is performed in Eq. 19 . The details of the mapping procedure are as follows.
Mapping the Design Variables using Generic VSMF
To map the change in the design variables using the generic VSMF, we normalize the former. For the design variable, x k , we perform the normalization using the threshold change, (∆x k ) max , determined in Eq. 17. For each design variable, the mapping involves the following process:
1. Calculate the actual change, ∆x k , for each design variable, x k , using Eq.9.
2. Determine the normalized value of the actual change, (∆x k ) act .
3. Substitute the actual change (∆x k ) act in the generic VSMF, and obtain the mapped change (∆x k ) map .
4.
Modify the design variable values as follows.
This completes the discussion of the implementation of the SIO methodology. In the next section, we demonstrate the application of the SIO methodology to design an adaptive four-bar-truss. We design the four-bar-truss for changing loads. We note that this is a hypothetical case study, intended to demonstrate the application of the SIO methodology. Figure 9 shows the schematic of a four-bar-truss. The truss is loaded by applying two forces of equal magnitude, F , at an angle θ, as shown in Fig. 9 . The cross-sectional areas of the bars are used as deign variables. The cross-sectional areas of bar 1, bar 2, bar 3, and bar 4 are denoted as A 1 , A 2 , A 3 , and A 4 , respectively. The magnitude of the external forces is fixed at F = 200 kN. However, the angle θ changes from 0 • to 90 • . The material density is 7800 kg/m 3 , the modulus of elasticity is E = 200 GPa, L 1 = 0.4 m, and L 2 = 0.3 m in Fig. 9 . A detailed analysis of the four-bar-truss is given in Ref. 19 In this illustrative example, the first objective is to design an adaptive truss such that its mass, M , is minimized for a set of θ values between 0 • and 90 • . The design configuration of the truss has to change in order to offer a minimum mass at different values of θ. For the four-bar-truss, the change in the design configuration involves changing the values of the design variables A 1 , A 2 , A 3 , and A 4 . Changing the values of the design variables result in a penalty. The second objective is to minimize the penalty resulting from the changing design variables. We consider the stress in the bars as the limiting design constraint. The maximum allowable stress in each bar is σ max = 100 MPa. Specifically, we would like to answer the following questions: (i) Which design variable/s (A 1 , A 2 , A 3 , or A 2 ) should be adaptive and which one should be fixed?, (ii) what are the magnitudes of the fixed design variables?, and (iii) how should the optimal values of the adaptive design variables change?.
Four-Bar-Truss
A. Design of Four-Bar-Truss Using SIO Methodology
To design the adaptive four-bar-truss using the SIO methodology, we follow the three steps shown in Fig. 5 . In the current example, the angle θ (operating condition) changes from 0 • to 90 • . We select five equally spaced values of the angle θ (m = 5) to design the adaptive four-bar-truss. These five values of θ are denoted by θ 1 to θ 5 , and are given in Table 2 . 
Optimize Fully-adaptive Four-Bar-Truss
The first task is to optimize the fully-adaptive truss, where we minimize its mass alone. The optimization problem is given as follows.
In the above problem, the objective function, M i , represents mass of the four-bar-truss; and i changes from 1 to 5. After each optimization, we record the minimum mass of the fully-adaptive truss, M i * fa . The minimum mass values for the fully-adaptive truss are given in Table 3 under the benchmark four-bar-truss.
Bi-objective Formulation for Adaptive Four-bar-truss
Defining Design Objectives: We define the performance objective function, f per , and the penalty objective function, f pen , using Eqs. 7 and 8, respectively.
Bi-objective Problem Formulation:
In the four-bar-truss example, we construct a weighted sum aggregate objective function (AOF) to combine the performance and penalty objective functions, f per and f pen , respectively. To avoid potential scaling mismatch issues between the two objectives, we normalize them according to the normalization scheme proposed by Messac et al. 20 The optimization problem is formulated as follows. min
where w 1 and w 2 are the weights for the performance and penalty objectives, respectively. These weights represent the designer's preferences regarding the two objectives. We use equal weights (w 1 = w 2 = 0.5) for the two objectives. This implies that we give equal importance to both of them. Table 3 shows the optimal design variable values obtained from the above problem under the title "Fourbar-truss Without SIO methodology". We determine the changes in the optimal design variables using Eq. 14, and theses are shown in the last column of Table 3 . We note that the simple weighted sum AOF used in the current example may be inadequate in some situations. A detailed discussion regarding limitation of weighted sum AOF and possible alternatives is presented in Ref. 17 
Implementing VSMF to Design Adaptive Four-bar-truss
The last step in the SIO methodology involves implementing the VSMF in the bi-objective optimization problem. We follow the exact procedure described in the earlier subsection titled "Integrating VSMF into Optimization Problem". This procedure essentially involves repeatedly solving the following optimization problem. min x 1 ,..., x 5 w 1 f per + w 2fpen (30) such that α, x 1 ,..., x 5 = VSMF x 1 ,..., x 5 map design variables (31) subject to
Here, the penalty is re-defined as per in Eq.16, and the design variables are mapped using VSMF. In each repetition of the optimization problem, the value of α is lowered. We start with α = 0.9 and stop at α = 0.2. Table 3 shows the optimal design variable values obtained at the end of this repetitive procedure under the heading "Four-bar-truss With SIO methodology". Next, let us evaluate these results in more detail.
Results and Discussion
¿From Table 3 , we observe that the SIO methodology has converged to a design in which the optimum values of the two design variables A 1 and A 2 do not change with operating conditions. Thus, the SIO methodology has converged to a four-bar-truss design with A 1 and A 2 as the fixed design variables, and A 3 and A 4 as the adaptive design variables. The SIO methodology also provided the magnitudes of the respective design variables. The selection of the fixed and adaptive design variables, and the optimization of the four-bartruss is performed simultaneously. In the entire SIO methodology, the designer is not required to specify any heuristic parameter, nor is he/she required to transform the optimization problem into an approximate one. The only simple yet "powerful" addition was that of the VSMF. To further explore the effectiveness of the SIO methodology, we discuss (1) the effect of the α iterations, (2) the validation of the results, and (3) the effect of ∆α on the convergence of SIO methodology.
Effect of α Iterations
As shown in Fig. 7(a) , with every repetition of the optimization problem, the fixed design variables move closer to point O. This implies that; for the fixed design variables, the magnitude of the normalized mapped change, ∆x map , converges to zero as the value of α is lowered. Table 4 gives the magnitudes of the normalized mapped change for all the design variables, as α is lowered. It is observed that all the fixed and adaptive design variables are segregated in the very first repetition of the optimization problem. We have observed a similar trend in the other engineering problems as well. That is, the SIO methodology is able to segregate the design variables in three to four repetitions of the optimization problem. However, this observation is based on numerical experimentation to date. A more comprehensive mathematical evaluation of the SIO methodology is called for. 
Validation of the Numerical Results
We can generate multiple four-bar-truss designs by changing the set of design variables that are fixed. Table 5 shows 15 possible alternate designs of the four-bar-truss. In Table 5 , for any design (row), letter 'f' in a column denotes that the corresponding design variable is fixed, and 'a' denotes the design variable is adaptive. To validate the result obtained from the SIO methodology, we individually optimize all 15 designs given in Table 5 . For each design, we solve the optimization problem similar to that shown in Eqs. 30 to 33, with one change -the magnitudes of the fixed design variables are not allowed to change with operating conditions. We note that, we have not shown a design that has all four adaptive design variables because this design was used as the starting point in the SIO methodology. In other words, we already know the result of using all-adaptive design in SIO methodology, and they are reported in Table 3 . The objective of the current exercise is to validate those results using an alternate technique.
In the optimization of the 15 designs shown in Table 5 , we use the same AOF that is used for solving the problem given by Eqs. 30 to 33. Table 5 shows the optimal values of the performance objective, f per , the penalty objective,f pen , and the aggregate objective function, AOF, for the 15 designs. The design with the smallest AOF value is considered optimum.
Table 5. Evaluation of alternate four-bar-truss designs
Comparing the above 15 designs, we make two interesting observations: (1) designs 4, 7, 9, 11, 12, and 14 result in AOF values that are significantly close to each other, and (2)design 11 results in the lowest AOF value. The second observation validates the results of the SIO methodology, as both the design (design 11 and that from the SIO methodology) have A 1 and A 2 as fixed, and A 3 and A 4 as the adaptive design variables. Next, we investigate the first observations carefully, and show that, interestingly enough, it also validate the SIO results.
Observation 1: The first observation gives a deluding inference that designs 4, 7, 9, 11, 12, and 14 are all optimal designs, since there is no significant difference between their AOF values. However, closer investigation of the results indicate that designs 11 and 14 converge to designs that have A 1 and A 2 as the fixed, and A 3 and A 4 as the adaptive design variables. The remaining designs 4, 7, and 9 converge to designs that have A 1 , A 2 , and A 4 as fixed, and A 3 as the adaptive design variable. Hence, we can infer that, the four-bar-truss has two optimal designs, and the SIO methodology converge to one of them -A 1 and A 2 as the fixed, and A 3 and A 4 as the adaptive design variables. We also observed that for designs 11 and 14, the fixed and adaptive design variables take on the same optimal values that we obtained from the SIO methodology (see Table 3 ). This observation successfully validates the numerical result obtained from the SIO methodology as well.
¿From designs 4, 7, 9, 11, 12, and 14, we observe that the design variable A 3 is adaptive in both the optimal solutions. We will use this observation to evaluate the effect of ∆α on the convergence of the SIO methodology.
Effect of ∆α on the Convergence of SIO Methodology
We recall that in every repetition of the optimization problem, we lower the value of α by a parameter ∆α = 0.1, (see Step 7 in subsection titled "Solving the optimization problem with VSMF"). In this subsection, we perform a parametric study, wherein we use different values of ∆α in the SIO methodology to understand its role on the convergence of the optimal solution. Specifically, we use ∆α = 0.05 to 0.2, and for each value of ∆α, we solve the four-bar-truss optimization problem using the SIO methodology. Figure 10 shows the result of this parametric study. In Fig. 10 , the different values of ∆α used in this study are shown along the x-axis, and the values of the mapped changed ∆A 3 at the end of SIO methodology are shown along the y-axis. We note that the results of this study do not change if any other design variable (instead of A 3 ) is shown in Fig. 10 . As shown in Fig. 10 , for ∆α = 0.1, the mapped change ∆A 3 = 0.64. This result has been validated in the previous subsection. From Fig. 10 , we observe that the mapped change, ∆A 3 , converges to the validated value for 0.05 ≤ ∆α ≤ 0.14. However, for ∆α = 0.15, 0.16, 0.19, and 0.2, the mapped change, ∆A 3 , does not converge to the optimal value. In fact, for ∆α = 0.16, 0.19, and 0.2, the ∆A 3 values suggest that the design variable A 3 should be fixed, which clearly contradicts with the observation made in the validation exercise. Based on this observation, we infer that judicial selection of ∆α is important from the convergence point of view.
¿From Fig. 10 , the result obtained from the SIO methodology converge to the same optimal design for small values of ∆α. However, for small values of ∆α, we require many repetitions of the optimization problem. For example, for ∆α = 0.1, we are required to solve the optimization problem (Eqs. 30 to 33) 8 times. If we select a smaller value of ∆α = 0.05, we require 15 repetitions of the optimization problem. As the number of optimization problems increases, so does the computational cost. Therefore, selecting a small value of ∆α may not be practical in all cases. Hence, we need to select the ∆α value such that it achieves both objectives: manageable computational cost, and convergence of the solution. From Fig. 10 , we observe that ∆α = 0.1 has the potential to achieve both the requirements. We note that this observation is based on the information available to date, and a more comprehensive evaluation of effect of ∆α is required in future. This concludes the discussion of results for the four-bar-truss problem. Next, we provide concluding remarks.
V. Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we presented a new Selection-Integrated Optimization (SIO) methodology for optimizing adaptive systems. It was realized that the adaptive system optimization involves two key processes: (1) the selection of the fixed and adaptive design variables, and (2) the optimization of the adaptive system. The proposed SIO methodology provides a radically simple strategy for integrating the above two key processes. This is one of the key distinguishing features of the SIO methodology compared to most of the conventional methods that separate the two key process, thereby inviting inherent sub-optimality. A biobjective optimization problem is formulated that attempts to maximize the performance of the adaptive system, and minimize the penalty associated with the changing design variables. The Variable-Segregating Mapping-Function (VSMF) is introduced in the bi-objective problem that progressively approximates the inherent discreteness present in the selection of design variables. The bi-objective problem, that now includes the VSMF, is repeatedly solved. With each repetition, the VSMF segregates the fixed and adaptive design variables within the optimization problem, thereby maintaining the inherent optimality.
